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About this Guide:
The questions, author biography and reading list that follow are intended to enhance your group's reading of A. Manette
Ansay's SISTER. We hope they will provide you with fresh ways of looking at this affecting and powerful novel of family
and memory.

About this Book:
About to become a mother, 30-year-old Abby is compelled to look back at her own roots and try to come to terms with
her unhappy, frequently violent family history. As children on a Wisconsin farm, Abby and her brother Sam lived in
perpetual fear of their father's harsh mockery and his firm enforcement of the only social code he could accept,
according to which the girl's place is in the home and the boy must live up to a rigid, narrow idea of "masculinity." The
teenage Abby, offered an alternate world of faith and order, is able to survive; Sam, with no safe haven from his father's
bullying, descends into a world of violence and hatred and, at the age of 17, disappears from home. Haunted by guilt,
rejecting not only her family's code but their Catholic faith, Abby, too, moves away.

Years later, and in spite of her new, peaceful life, Abby is still unable to put her turbulent emotions to rest. It is not until the secret of Sam's disappearance is
uncovered that she finally comes to terms with her parents, her Catholic upbringing and her feelings of responsibility for her brother. SISTER is the poignant
story of a woman's search for memory and meaning, the reconciliation of present and past.

Praise for this book:
"Ansay's dramatic rendering of people and events --a form...that finds luminous precedent in the works of Connor or Shirley Jackson--lends a powerful edginess
to her prose. In the end, SISTER carves out some new, interesting terrain in a genre one might dub 'Midwestern Gothic.'"--The Boston Sunday Globe

"SISTER takes the breath away like a blow to the stomach.... While Abby's grief is raw even 10 years later, Ansay never lapses into sentimentality. Because
Abby dreads as well as aches for Sam, SISTER is more than an elegy--it is a relentless and shattering remembrance."--Time Out New York

"On just about every page of this deeply satisfying story you will find a word, a phrase, a sentence, a paragraph that makes you feel the wonder and the terror
of these scarred, ineluctably entwined lives."--Elle

"A soul aches here, and the future seems forlorn. But SISTER rises above that with its frankness and acuity, and the rhythmic beauty of its prose."--The New
York Times Book Review

For Discussion:
1. A. Manette Ansay begins her story with a quote from James McConkey: "Memory is, I believe, the human soul." Why has she chosen this particular phrase
to characterize her novel? Would you say that this is a novel about memory?

2. In the culture Ansay describes, the male and female worlds are rigidly separated. "It was clear," Abby states, "that growing up meant one thing for Sam and,
for me, something else" (p. 58). Why have such different gender models evolved? What functions have they served? How destructive are they to young people?

3. In what ways does the fire at the cannery continue to haunt the family 30 years after it happened? How has the memory of the fire contributed to forming the
character and world views of the grandmother, the mother and even Abby herself, who was born years later?

4. Do you find Gordon Schiller to be a villain, or is he instead a pathetic, fearful man? Why is he so terrified that Sam might grow up to be a "sissy?" What
aspects of his own character might Gordon be afraid to confront?

5. How does the religious atmosphere of her grandmother's house help to cure Abby from her breakdown? Why does Abby pray for a vocation? Why does she
eventually reject her Catholic beliefs? Why do you think Abby's mother becomes increasingly religious after Sam's disappearance?

6. After Gordon leaves for Florida, Therese says, "Maybe your grandmother is right.... Maybe this is all my fault. Maybe I should have stayed home with you
kids and kept house and agreed with everything your father said. Maybe that should have been enough" (p. 159). Would it have been, do you think? If his
mother had stayed home, might Sam have been saved? Why does Therese's mother and family agree with Gordon that a woman should not work?

7. "I was angry with my father, but even more so with Sam, because he did not fight back" (p. 64), Abby says. How would you explain Sam's behavior with his
father: is it passivity? Fear? Do you think that by asserting himself more Sam might have defied his father, or was he in a situation he could not have won?
What kind of person might Sam had been without his father's taunts and bullying?

8. On page 96, Abby describes an intense, recurring dream. What is the meaning of this dream within the structure of Abby's life? Abby feels that she saved
herself by abandoning her brother. Is there truth in this belief? By acting differently, might Abby have saved both herself and Sam?

9. Why does Abby's father make her smoke cigarettes on her 13th birthday? What sort of challenge is he posing her?

10. How much do you blame Abby's mother for going along with her husband's acts of cruelty toward their children? Is she what people would now call an
"enabler?" To what extent, if any, does she protect the children from their father? Does she in fact protect herself at the expense of them? Do you think that
any real love existed between the parents during the years Abby describes?



11. Why does Abby give up music and singing? Would you call this a self- destructive act, or an act of self-preservation? Why does her decision to stop
studying music occur simultaneously with her realization that she no longer believes in the Church?

12. How do you explain Gordon's transformation from a bully to a man "nearly paralyzed with fear" (p. 175)? Does this transformation make sense to you, in the
context of his character as it has been established? What is Gordon afraid of? Has he always been afraid?

13. Phoebe says to Abby, "People believe what they want" (p. 130). Later, Abby decides that people also "want to believe" (p. 189). At the end of the book,
Abby's mother defines faith as "the ability to believe. The ability to see beyond the place where you are" (p. 226). Do you agree with the mother's assessment
that faith is something Sam fatally lacked? What has faith done for Abby? Do you feel that Abby regains faith at the end of the novel? What, if anything, has
her faith to do with religion?

14. A. Manette Ansay depicts the Wisconsin landscape with great care. In what way does the physical world of the novel affect the lives of the characters?
How does it reflect what is going on in the characters' emotional world?

15. Do you think that Abby's decision to marry a man without religious beliefs was a deliberate one? Why might she have made this decision? In your opinion,
was it the right one?

About the Author:
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